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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Healrh Canada retained Environics Research Group
Limited to conduet survey research among adult Canadian opinion leaders. This research was designed
to tes~' ecall and res ~s~_to_the
"Heather Crowe" relevision and transit ads, which are
components of Health Canada's campaign ro increase
awareness of the dangers of second-hand smoke among
Canadians. The research also examined '2pinion leaders'
attitudes o.l'lard second-handsrriol<e an smoke-free
environments.
The "Heather" ads aired nationally from September 29
to October 26,2003. The transit ads were displayed in
communities with populations of 500,000 and over.
Environics Research Group surveyed 800 adult Canadians who were identified as opinion ea 'ers based on
incorne and education levels. The sample was age 18
and over. These interviews were conducted by telephone, in both English and French, berween November
3 and November 12,2003. The margin of error for a
sam ple of 800 is plus or minu~rcentage points,
19 times in 20.

-------- ----

For the purposes of this survey, opinion leaders were
defined as adult Canadians wirh at least sorne university
education and a personal annual income of $55,000 l,',
or more. These respondents were classified as opinion
leaders with formaI, informai, or multiple influence
based on their responses to questions describing five
behavioural factors associated wirh leadership in public opinion formation. These behavioural factors were:
daily readership of newspaper; leadership roles in one
or more organizations; speaking at public or organizational meetings; discussing current events with friends
and family members; and abiliry to persuade others ro
one's own views.
We idenrified as opinion leaders with informai influence those who answered "very much like me" ro the
following statements:
"1 read a newspaper every day."
"1 frequendy discuss current events in the news with
friends or family mernbers."
"When I hold a strong opinion, I often persuade
ethers to share my views."
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Opinion leaders with formaI influence are those who
answered "very much like me" to the following statements:
"1 currendy serve in a leadership role in one or more
organizations. "
"1 ofren speak up at public or organizational
meetings."
Opinion leaders with multiple influence are those who
answered "very much like me" to at least one of the
staternents used to identify those with formal influence,
and to at least one of the statements used to identify
those wirh informai influence.
The topics addressed in the current survey included:
• Unaided recall of advertising dealing with secondhand smoke
• Aided recall of the "Hearher" television ad, sponsorship and responses to the ad
• Aided recaIl of the "Hearher" transit ad and responses ro the ads
• Contacts with the government 1 800 number and
the smoke-free website
• Attitudes toward second-hand smoke issues
• Assessments of the federal governrnenr's overaIl
performance, as weIl as its performance on communications and smoking cessation issues
• Assessments of the government's delivery of services
and information
• Smoking and quit behaviour measures
• Demographies
In the tables in this report, we present findings for
the total sam ple of adult opinion leaders as well as the
subsamples of opinion leaders with formaI and informal
influence. We also present findings on the subsample
of opinion leaders who are smokers.
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The survey results suggest thar the "Heather" television
ad has been extremely successful in terms of recaIl and
effectiveness. Over three-quarters of Canadian opinion
leaders have seen the ad. About nine in ten think it is
believable, effective, and appropriate for the Government of Canada to produce.
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